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Abstract
In this paper we are concerned with the analysis of the distribution and localization of the singular values of Toeplitz
matrices fTn(f)g generated by a p-variate Lebesgue integrable matrix-valued function f :Qp ! Chk ; Q = (−; ).
We prove that the union of the essential ranges of the singular values of f is a proper/weak cluster for the whole
set of the singular values of fTn(f)g, by showing that the number of outliers is strongly depending on the regularity
features of the underlying function f: in particular, if f is continuous or from the Krein algebra and p = 1, then the
cluster is proper. Other results concerning the extreme spectral behavior of fTn(f)g, second-order ergodic formulas and
localization of eigenvalues of preconditioned matrices fT−1n (g)Tn(f)g are presented. Some examples of applications to
the preconditioning of these results are also discussed. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that Toeplitz matrices arise in many elds of pure and applied mathematics such
as Fourier analysis, numerical treatment of partial dierential equations, industrial control theory,
Markov chains, signal and image processing [6,42,9,5,10].
In this paper we focus our attention on the asymptotic behavior of singular values and eigenvalues
of non-Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices generated by a multivariate matrix valued function. The
considered analysis is naturally related to the study of the asymptotic condition numbers of Toeplitz
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matrix-sequences and this study is of practical interest since it is used to establish the asymptotic
diculty in solving the associated linear systems both from the point of view of the accuracy [8]
and from the point of view of the convergence speed of the classical iterative solvers [41,8].
First, we start with the univariate case. So, given such a function f :Q ! Chk , supposed to be
integrable, one can build its matrix Fourier coecients in the usual way:
Aj =
1
2
Z 
−
f(x)e−ijx dx; Aj 2Chk ; j2Z; i2 =−1: (1)
It is possible to associate with f a sequence fTn(f)g of block Toeplitz matrices dened as
Tn =
0
BBBB@
A0 A1 : : : An−1
A−1
. . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . A1
A−n+1 : : : A−1 A0
1
CCCCA2Cnhnk ; n2N; (2)
in this case, we say that the sequence fTn(f)g is generated by f. For notational simplicity in the
scalar valued case where k = h= 1, instead of Aj we use the corresponding lowercase symbol aj.
Well known is the case where the generating function takes real values, and hence the associated
matrices fTn(f)g are Hermitian and have plain Toeplitz structure; in this particular case, the following
classical theorem holds (see [9]):
Theorem 1.1 (Szeg}o). Suppose f : (−; ) ! R is a bounded function; and let fTn(f)g be the
sequence of Hermitian Toeplitz matrices generated by f; then for any function F; continuous on
the interval essinff66esssupf; it holds
lim
n!1
1
n
nX
j=1
F(j(Tn(f))) =
1
2
Z 
−
F(f(x)) dx; (3)
where j(Tn(f)); j = 1; : : : ; n are the eigenvalues of Tn(f).
This classical result has been extended and generalized in many directions ever since (see [43,44,1,
15,38,40,35,29,37]). However a very general one, containing as a particular case most of the others,
is given as follows: if f : (−; ) ! Chk is L1 and fTn(f)g is the sequence of block Toeplitz
matrices generated by f, then letting h ^ k =minfh; kg it holds [37]
lim
n!1
1
n(h ^ k)
n(h^k)X
j=1
F(j(Tn))
1
2 =
Z 
−
1
h ^ k
h^kX
j=1
F(j(f(x))) dx (4)
for any uniformly continuous bounded function F acting on R.
The factor 1=(h ^ k) in both sides of (4) plays a normalization role, since the singular values
of f(x) are h ^ k while those of Tn(f) are n(h ^ k). It is immediate to see that (4) reduces to
Tyrtyshnikov’s theorem [38,40] if h=k=1, that is, if f is scalar valued and F has compact support
in R: in fact, in this particular case f(x) has only one singular value, namely jf(x)j, and Tn(f) is
n n.
Studying the singular values of nonsquare matrices, besides theoretical interest, is also important
in many applications: consider, for example, a linear system of the kind Tx = b, where the matrix
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T has block Toeplitz structure but is nonsquare; if the number of rows of T exceeds the number
of columns, the system Tx = b may have no solution, but one can always consider solutions in the
sense of least squares (see [8]), that is, vectors x which minimize the functional kTx − bk2. It is
well known that x minimizes kTx − bk2 if and only if T Tx = T b, where T  is the Hermitian
conjugate of T ; moreover, the solution is unique if T has full rank. Therefore, iterative methods like
conjugate gradient (see [8,41]) can be applied to solve the system T Tx = T b; on the other hand,
the convergence rate of conjugate gradient and analogous methods largely depends on the spectrum
of the matrix involved (see [2]) and, since the eigenvalues of T T are the square of the singular
values of T , formulas such as (4) play an important role.
In the case where f is bounded, we have (Theorem 2.1) that the singular values of Tn(f) cannot
exceed max(f), which is, roughly speaking, the essential largest singular value that f(x) assumes
as x ranges between − and  (see Denition 2.1). A nontrivial lower bound for the singular
values of fTn(f)g cannot be given in general (see Remark 2.1, Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and Section 3);
nevertheless, in Corollary 4.1 we prove that the interval [min(f); max(f)] is a cluster for the sin-
gular values of Tn(f): this essentially means that the number of singular values of Tn(f) which
are smaller than min(f) cannot grow linearly with n (the concept of cluster is taken from Tyr-
tyshnikov [38], and it is recalled in Denition 4.1). In addition, by using analytical and linear
algebra tools, we obtain that the set [min(f); max(f)] is also a proper cluster (see [38]), at least
when f is continuous or f belongs to the Krein algebra (see Theorems 4.4 and 4.6). In the gen-
eral assumption of f2L1[Q], qualitative arguments seem to suggest that, in general, it is not the
case [39].
Another aspect that we consider is the study of the asymptotic behavior of the minimal singular
value (maximal singular value) in order to understand the asymptotic behavior of the spectral [3]
condition numbers. More specically, under the assumption that the symbol f is weakly sectorial
(see Theorem 2.2) and not pathological (see Section 3), we prove that the minimal singular value
is bounded from below by ce−n where c and  are positive constants depending only on f. This
statement shows that the Toeplitz matrix-sequences generated by such a class of symbols cannot be
arbitrarily ill-conditioned (see also [31,4,32]).
Finally, we consider the multilevel case where the generating function f is p-variate. The Toeplitz
matrices fTn(f)gn, generated [9] by a Lebesgue-integrable function f, are intended in their utmost
general form in the sense that the (block) entries of Tn(f) along the qth (block) diagonal are given
by the qth Fourier coecient Aq of a function f acting on Qp and having values in the space Chk
of the complex h k matrices. In particular, setting n=(n1; n2; : : : ; np)2Np; q=(q1; q2; : : : ; qp); qj 2
f− nj + 1; : : : ; nj − 1g and x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xp); q  x = q1x1 +   + qpxp; N (n) = n1  n2    np, we have
[Tn(f)]i; j = Ai−j; Aq =
1
[2]p
Z
Qp
f(x)e−i(qx) dx; i2 =−1: (5)
It is understood that the basic blocks of this multilevel structure are given by fAqg with Aq 2Chk .
To have an idea of the multilevel structure we have to choose an ordering among the indices fqjg.
The following scheme is the classical one which can be also clearly described in [38]. The matrix
Tn(f) has dimension (N (n)h) (N (n)k) and the symbol [Tn(f)]i; j denotes that we are selecting the
block (i1; j1) (which is a (p − 1)-level Toeplitz matrix); in this block we are selecting the block
(i2; j2) which is a (p− 2)-level Toeplitz matrix and so on. At the end of this process we nd that
the basic blocks are given by the fAi−jg formally determined in Eq. (5).
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Here, we extend the analysis of the outlying singular values to the p-variate case. Indeed, surpris-
ingly enough, the results are quite dierent (see Theorem 4.6) when compared with the univariate
case. In fact, we exhibit a very regular function (a polynomial) q :Qp ! Chk ; q(x)=eixp for which
we observe N (n)(
Pp
i=1 n
−1
i ) outlying singular values which is not O(1) unless p= 1.
In fact, in the general case with f merely continuous, we prove that the number of outliers is
O(N (n)(
Pp
i=1 n
−1
i )): actually the example of q(x) = eixp shows that the estimate given in Theorem
4.6 is really tight. On the other hand the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the minimal and of
the maximal singular values does not dier from the univariate case as shown in Section 3.
Finally, other localization results concerning the eigenvalues and the singular values of Tn(f)
are proved: as a byproduct of this, we infer a localization result for the spectra of the precondi-
tioned matrices fT−1n (g)Tn(f)g that can be considered an extension to the non-Hermitian case of the
localization results found in [7,31,23,21,36].
The paper is organized as follows. The second section is devoted to state and prove localization
results concerning the matrices fTn(f)g and fT−1n (g)Tn(f)g. In Section 3 we study the asymptotic
behavior of the minimal singular values of fTn(f)g under the assumption that f is weakly sectorial
and nonpathological. Section 4 is addressed to the concept of cluster and to the analysis of the
clustering properties of the sequences fTn(f)g under various assumptions on the symbol f. Few
comments concerning the analysis of fast resolution methods for linear systems/least-squares problems
are given in Section 5.
2. Localization results
In the following min(f) and max(f) are intended to be the essential inmum and the essential
supremum for x ranging over Qp of the singular values of f.
Denition 2.1. Suppose f :Qp ! Chk is L1. Assume that, for any x2Qp, j(f(x)) denotes the
jth singular value of f(x). Then the quantities min(f) and max(f) are dened as follows:
min(f) = sup

c2R : m

x2Qp: min
j
j(f(x))<c

= 0

and
max(f) = inf

C 2R : m

x2Qp: max
j
j(f(x))>C

= 0

:
Moreover, the essential range of f denoted by ESV(f) (essential singular values) is dened
as the union of the essential ranges of j(f(x)) where the notion of essential range of scalar
valued functions can be found in [18]. Finally, we introduce the notion of essential numerical range
(ENR(f)) of f which is the set of all the complex numbers y so that for any positive  we have
mfx2Qp: 9v so that kvk2 = 1 and vf(x)v2B(y; )g> 0 where B(y; ) = fz 2C : jz − yj6g.
The rst localization result can be found in [44] for p = h = k = 1. Its generalization to the
p-variate, matrix-valued case is trivial.
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Theorem 2.1 (Widom [44]). Suppose f :Qp ! C is L1. Let m be the distance of the complex zero
from the convex hull of the essential numerical range of f. Then if  is a singular value of Tn(f);
it holds m66max(f).
Remark 2.1. It should be observed that the lower bound cannot be improved by using min(f)
instead of m. Take f(x) = eix. Then min(f) = minjfj = 1 = maxjfj = max(f), but the minimal
singular value of Tn(f) is 0 which coincides with the value m considered in the preceding theorem.
Hence, the non-Hermitian case is substantially dierent from the Hermitian one (see [9]).
In this subsection we obtain a result which is useful to establish when the singular values of
fTn(f)gn are well separated from zero. The following theorem represents a rening of the Widom
Theorem 2.1 and, in particular, it allows to prove the nonsingularity of Tn(f) even when the constant
m, dened in Theorem 2.1, equals 0.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose f :Qp ! C is L1. Suppose also that there exists a straight line s in the
complex plane such that; denoting by H1 and H2 the two open half-planes such that C = H1 [
s [ H2; it holds f(x)2H2 [ s for almost every x2Qp; 02H1 [ s (i.e. f is weakly sectorial [4]);
and mfx2Qp: f(x)2H2g> 0. Let d>0 denote the distance of s from the origin; then if  is a
singular value of Tn(f); it holds >d. Moreover; we have
sup
s
fdg=max
s
fdg= m;
where each s is a separating line and m is dened in Theorem 2:1.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity but without loss of generality, we only consider the case of p=1.
The case of p> 1 is similar.
If !2C and j!j = 1, the sequence of Toeplitz matrices generated by !f is f!Tn(f)g and any
matrix !Tn(f) has the same singular values as the corresponding Tn(f). Therefore, by considering
!f instead of f for a suitable ! with j!j= 1, we can rotate the range of f and suppose that the
straight line s is given by
s= fz 2C :Rz = dg:
The assumption of f then becomes Rf(x)>d for almost every x2Q. For any Tn(f), consider the
matrix of order 2n so dened:
T^n =

0 Tn(f)
T n (f) 0

:
It is well known that the singular values of Tn(f) coincide with the n largest eigenvalues of T^n.
Therefore, it holds
min(Tn(f)) = n+1(T^n):
From the minimax characterization of the (n+ 1)th eigenvalue of T^n, we obtain
min(Tn(f)) = sup
dim(U )=n
inf
u2U
hT^nu; ui
kuk22
; (6)
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where the supremum is taken over all subspaces U with codimension n in C2n or, equivalently, over
all subspaces U of dimension n. Let U be the n-dimensional subspace of C2n made of all vectors
y of the form
y =

u
u

; u2Cn; u=
0
BBB@
u1
u2
...
un
1
CCCA :
If y2U is partitioned into blocks as above, it holds
hT^ny; yi= 2RhTn(f)u; ui= 2R
nX
j; k=1
ak−j ujuk =
1

Z 
−
Rf(x)

nX
j=1
uje−ijx

2
dx: (7)
Now, since Rf(x)>d for almost all x, we obtain
hT^ny; yi>d
Z 
−

nX
j=1
uje−ijx

2
dx:
A direct computation shows that the last integral is equal to 2ku22k = kyk22; therefore it holds
hT^ny; yi
kyk22
>d
for all (nonzero) y2U. Taking the inmum, we obtain
inf
y2U
hT^ny; yi
kyk22
>d;
since U is a particular subspace of dimension n, from (6) it follows min(Tn(f))>d.
Now, by contradiction, let us suppose that
inf
y2U
hT^ny; yi
kyk22
= min
kyk 2=1: y2U
hT^ny; yi= d:
Therefore, by compactness of fkyk2 = 1: y2Ug, there exists a unitary vector v so that
hT^nv; vi= 1
Z 
−
Rf(x)

nX
j=1
vje−ijx

2
dx = d: (8)
But, from the assumption, we have that Rf(x)>d for almost all x and mfx2Q: Rf(x)>dg> 0.
Therefore, by virtue of (8), we infer that
Pnj=1 vje−ijx2 has to be zero on the set fx2Q: Rf(x)>dg
and this is true only for v  0. Since kvk2 = 1, the proof is completed.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose f; g :Qp ! C is L1. Consider
R(f; g) = f2C :P(f − g)g;
where the proposition P(h) is true if the function h; h2L1[Qp]; satises the assumptions of
Theorem 2:2. Suppose also that P(g) holds. Then; for any n; the eigenvalues of T−1n (g)Tn(f)
belongs to [R(f; g)]c i.e. to the complementary set of R(f; g).
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Proof. By the assumption on R(f; g) and from Theorem 2.2, we have that 2R(f; g) implies the
nonsingularity of Tn(f − g) for any n. But, from the assumption on g and again by Theorem 2.2,
we infer that Tn(g) is invertible for any n. Therefore the matrix
T−1n (g)Tn(f − g) = T−1n (g)Tn(f)− In
is nonsingular and this is equivalent to say that  is not an eigenvalue of T−1n (g)Tn(f).
Remark 2.2. We notice that in the Hermitian case there exists a wide choice of dierent versions of
Theorem 2.3 (see for instance [7,31,23,36,21]). This is the rst version for the non-Hermitian case.
Moreover, this result can be used in connection with the preconditioning. Consider f=(1− eix)h(x)
with h(x) real valued and positive: essinf h= r > 0 and esssup h= R<1. Then the set [R(f; g)]c
with g = (1 − eix) is bounded away from zero and innity so that Tn(g) (which is a band upper
triangular matrix) is an optimal preconditioner (see [2]) for Tn(f). To be precise, we can use this
(optimal) preconditioning strategy in connection with classical iterative solvers [41] like the Gauss{
Seidel method or with methods like GMRES [19], whose convergence speed is strongly dependent
on the localization and distribution of the eigenvalues [14].
Remark 2.3. Concerning Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, it should be noticed that the related statements can
be generalized to the case where f is matrix-valued. In particular when f :Qp ! Chh (the function
is square-matrix valued), the proof is exactly the same as in Theorem 2.2: the key relations are a
generalization of (7) that is
hT^ny; yi= 2RhTn(f)u; ui= 2R
nX
j; k=1
uj Ak−juk =
1
2
Z 
−
nX
j=1
uj e
−ijx(f(x) + f(x))
nX
k=1
ukeikx dx
(9)
and the use of the notion of essential numerical range. Therefore the following result holds true.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose f :Qp ! Chh is L1. Suppose also that there exists a straight line s in the
complex plane such that; denoting by H1 and H2 the two open half-planes such that C=H1[s[H2;
it holds ENR(f)\H1 =; and 02H1[ s. Let d>0 denote the distance of s from the origin. Then
if  is a singular value of Tn(f); it holds >d. In addition if ! is the rotation number so that
s = fz 2C :Rz = dg and if the minimal eigenvalue of !f(x) + !f(x) is not identically equal to
d; then the inequality is strict that is >d. Finally; we have
sup
s
fdg=max
s
fdg= m;
where each s is a separating line and m is dened as the distance of the complex zero from the
convex hull of ENR(f) (when h= 1 then the constant m is the one of Theorem 2:1).
Remark 2.4. The case where f is not square can be reduced to Theorem 2.4 in the following
way. Let f :Qp ! Chk be L1 with h 6= k and let f^ :Qp ! Ctt . Here t = h ^ k and so that f^
is a submatrix of f almost everywhere. Then by observing that Tn(f^) is N (n)t  N (n)t and is a
submatrix of Tn(f) and by applying standard interlace arguments we deduce that
min(Tn(f))>min(Tn(f^))
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so that the problem is reduced to the \square case" and we can apply Theorem 2.4. Setting z =
maxfh; kg and t =minfh; kg, we nd that f^ is not unique, but we have ( zt  dierent choices of f^
and therefore the estimate for the minimal singular value of Tn(f) can be improved as follows:
min(Tn(f))>max
f^
min(Tn(f^)): (10)
3. Asymptotic results on the extreme singular values
First, we analyze the extremal behavior of the eigenvalues of Tn(f) in the Hermitian case. Then
we use these results to study the asymptotic behavior of the minimal singular value of Tn(f) in the
non-Hermitian case.
3.1. The Hermitian case
Let us start with some preliminary denitions.
Denition 3.1. Let f; g be two nonnegative integrable functions on Qp (not identically zero), then
f  g if and only if there exist two positive constants 0<A16A2<1 such that when f(x) +
g(x)> 0 we have A1<f=g; f=g<A2 almost everywhere on C=fx2Qp: f(x)+ g(x)> 0g. More-
over, if fang and fbng are two nonnegative sequences then an  bn if and only if there exist two
positive constants 0<A16A2<1 such that when an + bn > 0 we have A1<an=bn; an=bn <A2.
Denition 3.2. Let f; g be two nonnegative integrable functions on Qp (not identically zero), then
f 4 g if and only if esssupC f=g=1 and essinf C f=g= r > 0 on C = fx2Qp: f(x) + g(x)> 0g.
Theorem 3.1 (Serra [31]). Let f; g be two real-valued integrable functions on Qp satisfying the
condition f − mf  g − mg; where mf and mg are dened as the essential inma of f and g;
respectively. Then; calling 1(X ) the minimal eigenvalue of the Hermitian matrix X; we have
r(1(Tn(g))− mg)61(Tn(f))− mf6R(1(Tn(g))− mg);
where r = essinf C(f−mf)=(g−mg); R= esssupC(f−mf)=(g−mg) and C = fx2Qp: f(x)−mf +
g(x)− mg> 0g. This is equivalent to write
1(Tn(f))− mf  1(Tn(g))− mg;
that is the minimal eigenvalue of Tn(f) tends to mf with the same asymptotic speed of the con-
vergence of 1(Tn(g)) to mg. Moreover; if f − mf 4 g− mg; then
1(Tn(f))− mf>r(1(Tn(g))− mg)
i.e.
1(Tn(g))− mg =O(1(Tn(f))− mf):
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From the preceding theorem and using a result of Rosenblatt [17] it is possible to derive a result
that establishes that a Lebesgue integrable function f, which is nonnegative almost everywhere and
positive at least over a nonempty open multirectangle (this condition is indicated as \f nonpatho-
logical" [31,4,32]), generates a sequence of Toeplitz matrices fTn(f)g whose minimal eigenvalue
cannot go to zero faster than e−
p
i=1ni , where  is positive and related to the measure of the set where
the function f essentially vanishes.
Theorem 3.2 (Serra Capizzano [32]). Let f be a real-valued Lebesgue integrable function and let
mf be its inmum. Let us suppose that there exists  for which the set fx2Qp: f(x)>mf+ g
essentially contains a nontrivial multirectangle (1; 1)  (p; p) with some i <i; i=1; : : : ; p
(i.e. f nonpathological). Then
1(Tn(f))− mf>K  e−
p
i=1ni
holds with some > 0 and K > 0.
Now, we give an easy generalization of the former theorem to the \square-matrix" valued case
(see also [21]).
Theorem 3.3. Let f :Qp ! Chh be a Lebesgue integrable function so that f(x) is Hermitian
almost everywhere. Let us suppose that the minimal eigenvalue min(f(x)) is not less than mf and
that there exists  for which the set fx2Qp: min(f(x))>mf+ g essentially contains a nontrivial
multirectangle (1; 1)    (p; p) with some i <i; i=1; : : : ; p (i.e. f nonpathological). Then
1(Tn(f))− mf>K  e−
p
i=1ni
holds with some > 0 and K > 0.
Proof. The matrix-valued function f(x)−min(f(x))Ih is Hermitian and nonnegative denite. There-
fore, from the monotonicity of the eigenvalues and of the Toeplitz operator, it follows that
1(Tn(f))> 1(Tn(min(f(x))Ih)) = 1(Tn(min(f(x)))⊗ Ih)
= 1(Tn(min(f(x)))):
Now Tn(min(f(x))) is a Toeplitz matrix generated by a scalar valued function and therefore we can
apply Theorem 3.2 and the proof is completed.
Since f2L1, by applying the Riemann{Lebesgue lemma [18], we easily nd that the Fourier
coecient Aq of f vanishes as q ! 1. Therefore, each row of Tn(f) has 1-norm bounded by
o(N (n)) and so each eigenvalue of Tn(f) is bounded above by o(N (n)). This means that the spectral
condition number 2(Tn(f)) of Tn(f) (where f is nonnegative and fullls the assumptions of the
preceding theorem with m= 0) should be upperbounded as follows
2(Tn(f)) = o(N (n)e
p
i=1ni) = O(e
pi=1ni)
for any > where  is the constant mentioned in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
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3.2. The non-Hermitian case
The arguments of Section 3.1 can be used to handle the non-Hermitian case. Let f :Qp ! Chh
and h= 1 and let us suppose that f is weakly sectorial. Then from (7) we know that
min(Tn(f))>1(Tn(2R(f  !)));
where ! is a complex number so that the line s is a vertical line of the complex plane dened
as Rz = d with d>0. If 9> 0 for which the set fx2Qp: 2R(f(x)  !))>d + g essentially
contains a nontrivial multirectangle (1; 1)     (p; p) with i <i (i.e. f \nonpathological"),
then Theorem 3.2 shows that
min(Tn(f))>1(Tn(2R(f  !)))>d+ K  e−
p
i=1ni
holds with some > 0 and K > 0. In particular, by taking into account the worst case where d=0,
we have
2(Tn(f)) = o(N (n)e
p
i=1ni) = O(e
pi=1ni)
for any >.
The general case where h> 1 with f :Qp ! Chh can be handled by making recourse to Theorem
2.4 and Remark 2.3 (see relations (9)) while for the case where f :Qp ! Chk we can apply Remark
2.4 (see in particular inequality (10)).
4. Counting the outliers
In this section we consider the problem of counting the singular values of Tn(f) that do not belong
to any -extension of a given set M . Those singular values are called outliers (of M). This notion
is strictly related to the concept of cluster.
Denition 4.1 (Tyrtyshnikov [38]). Consider a sequence of matrices fSng2Cnm with m>n and a
set M in the nonnegative real line. Denote by M the -extension of M , which is the union of all
balls of radius  centered at points of M . For any n, let n() count those singular values of Sn that
do not belong to M. Assume that, for any > 0,
n() = o(n); n!1:
Then M is called a general cluster. If, for any > 0 there exists a constant c() so that
n()6c();
then M is called a proper cluster. If M = f0g then we say that fSng is clustered at zero.
4.1. Ergodic results for the singular values of fTn(f)g
Theorem 4.1 (Tilli [37]). Let f2L1(Qp; Chk). Let (n)i be the singular values of Tn(f) and
N (n) = n1  n2    np. Then; for any uniformly continuous bounded function F; we nd the following
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asymptotic formula
lim
n!1
1
N (n)(h ^ k)
N (n)(h^k)X
i=1
F((n)i ) =
1
[2]p
Z
Qp
1
(h ^ k)
h^kX
j=1
F(j(f(x))) dx: (11)
In this case we say that the sequence fTn(f)g is distributed as f.
With regard to the asymptotic formula displayed in (11) we observe that if F is taken as the
characteristic function of [; ] then the left-hand side of the quoted equation count the number of
singular values belonging to [; ] divided by N (n)(h ^ k). Unfortunately, Eq. (11) does not hold
in general because F is not continuous. However, by approximating the characteristic function by
families of continuous functions, we can prove some asymptotic localization results.
Theorem 4.2. The set ESV(f) is a general cluster for the singular values of fTn(f)g.
Proof. Let (n)i denote the singular values of Tn(f): 8> 0, let F be a globally continuous piecewise
linear function so that F(y) = 0 if y2ESV(f) or if y6−  or y>max(f) +  and F(y) = 1 if
y2 [0; max(f)]n[ESV(f)] (M  -extension of M).
By construction, we have
N (n)(h^k)X
i=1
F(
(n)
i )>#fi: (n)i 2 [0; max(f)]n[ESV(f)] = n()
and, for n large enough, in light of Theorem 4.1, we deduce
N (n)(h^k)X
i=1
F(
(n)
i ) = N (n)
0
@ 1
[2]p
Z
Qp
h^kX
j=1
F(j(f(x))) dx + o(1)
1
A= o(N (n)):
In other words, we have found
n() = o(N (n))
and since Tn(f) has dimension N (n)h N (n)k, this is equivalent to write that the set ESV(f) is
a general cluster for Tn(f).
Corollary 4.1. The set [min(f); max(f)] is a general cluster for the singular values of fTn(f)g.
Proof. It is enough to observe that ESV(f) [min(f); max(f)] and to notice that if X is a cluster
and X Y then Y is a cluster. Now apply Theorem 4.2 to conclude the proof.
4.2. Remarks on some second-order ergodic results
First, we recall a result due to Widom which applies to the case where h = k = p = 1: this is a
rening of formula (11) with h= k = p= 1. Since Theorem 4.2 is a consequence of Theorem 4.1,
we expect to use the Widom theorem to rene Theorem 4.2.
This renement is a little simpler to state in terms of the squares of the singular values (n)i of
Tn(f) rather than the singular values themselves. The restriction about f is due to the assumption
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that it belongs to the Krein algebra K [12] of all the functions f that are essentially bounded and
satisfy
kfk2K =
1X
q=−1
jqjjaqj2<1:
We remark that the Krein algebra is a linear subspace of the L1 functions where the \12 derivative"
is dened. In addition we recall that the Krein algebra contains the space of the polynomials q.
More precisely, this result is stated in the following theorem [44] (see also [20]).
Theorem 4.3. Let t(n)i = (
(n)
i )2; f2K and G be a function belonging to C3[m2; M 2]. Then
lim
n!1
(
nX
i=1
G(t(n)i )−
n
2
Z 
−
G(jf(x)j2) dx
)
= c: (12)
Here c=c(G;f) is a known constant characterized in [44]; M=max(f)= kfk1 and m is the dis-
tance of the zero in the complex plane from the convex hull of the essential numerical range of f.
Indeed; if f is real valued then m=mjfj that is m coincides with the inmum of jfj and ft(n)i g are
the squares of the eigenvalues of Tn(f).
Setting F(t) = G(t2), the Widom theorem can be read as follows. The error(
nX
i=1
F((n)i )
n
− 1
2
Z 
−
F(jf(x)j) dx
)
is asymptotic to cn−1 where n is the dimension of Tn(f).
Theorem 4.4. Let f be in the Krein algebra. Then the set ESV(f) is a proper cluster for the
singular values of fTn(f)g.
Proof. Follow the same proof as in Theorem 4.2. Relation (12) is used in place of relation (11)
and F(f) = G(t2) is such that G 2C3.
One may ask if a similar result holds when p> 1, that is if the following relation holds true:(N (n)X
i=1
F((n)i )
N (n)
− 1
[2]p
Z
Qp
F(jf(x)j) dx
)
 c[N (n)]−1: (13)
Actually Eq. (13) is false and the matrix sequence fTn(f)g with f(x) = eixp ; x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xp),
furnishes a counterexample. Setting G(t)= t, we nd that the left-hand side of (13) is exactly equal
to 1 − 1=np and the right-hand side is 1. Therefore the error is n−1p which is not asymptotic to
[N (n)]−1 since [N (n)]−1 = o(n−1p ).
On the other hand this example and other considerations [24] seem to suggest that the true error
in the multilevel case is asymptotic to
pX
j=1
cj(G;f)n−1j :
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4.3. The continuous case
Now, we assume that f is continuous and we use a dierent technique in order to count the
outlying singular values. We notice that the main theorem of this subsection, namely, Theorem 4.6,
can be proved by using the matrix-Korovkin theory (see Section 8 in [24]). However, here we follow
a more direct and simpler approach.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose the matrix-valued function f :Qp ! Chk is a trigonometric polynomial of
degree d; that is; there exists d2N such that
f(x) =
dX
j1=−d
  
dX
jp=−d
Ajei( jx); Aj 2Chk ; j = (j1; : : : ; jp); ji =−d; : : : ; d; (j  x) =
pX
i=1
jixi:
(14)
Let fTn(f)g denote the sequence of (banded) multilevel block Toeplitz matrices generated by f;
then; for any n2Np; the number of singular values of Tn(f) which are smaller than min(f) cannot
exceed 2d(h ^ k)N (n)Ppi=1 n−1i .
Proof. It is a direct consequence of relations (11) and (12) displayed in [37].
Lemma 4.1. Suppose U; V 2Cpq are matrices of the same order; then it holds
jj(U )− j(V )j6kU − V k2; 16j6p ^ q;
that is; the jth singular value of U and the corresponding singular value of V dier at most by
kU − V k2.
Proof. From the elementary inequality kUxk2kxk2 −
kVxk2
kxk2
6kU − V k2;
which holds for all nonzero x2Cq, it immediately follows that the maxima of the two functions
kUxk2 and kVxk2 dier at most by kU − V k2 on the unit sphere of any same subspace of Cq.
Then the assertion of the lemma follows from the well-known minimax characterization of the jth
singular value of a matrix (see, for example, [3]).
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that the matrix-valued function f :Qp ! Chk is continuous and 2-
periodic. Then the interval [min(f); max(f)] is a general cluster for the singular values of the
sequence of matrices fTn(f)g generated by f. More precisely; for any > 0; there exists an
integer d()> 0 independent of n such that all singular values of Tn(f); except at most Cn() =
2d()(h^k)N (n)Ppi=1 n−1i of them; lie in the interval [min(f)−; max(f)]. In particular; for p=1;
the set [min(f); max(f)] is a proper cluster for fTn(f)g.
Proof. Let > 0 be given. We know from [34] that no singular value of Tn(f) can exceed max(f);
therefore, since singular values are nonnegative, we can suppose min(f)> 0 and <min(f),
otherwise the statement is trivial.
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For any natural number d, we dene the matrix-valued function
sd(x) =
dX
j1=−d
  
dX
jp=−d
Bjei( jx); Bj 2Chk ; j = (j1; : : : ; jp);
where
[sd(x)]s; t =
dX
j1=−d
  
dX
jp=−d
[Bj]s; te
i( jx)
is the polynomial of best approximation in innity norm of fs; t [13].
Since f is continuous, it follows that the sequence of functions sd converges uniformly to f as d
increases, or, equivalently, max(f − sd) tends to zero; in particular, min(sd) converges to min(f).
Therefore, there exists d() so large that
jmin(f)− min(sd())j+ max(f − sd())<: (15)
Letting Nn=2d()(h^k)N (n)Pi n−1i , we claim that the statement of the theorem holds with Cn()=
Nn. Denote by fSng the sequence of block Toeplitz matrices generated by sd(); for (h^k)N (n)>Nn,
from Lemma 4.1 we have
Nn+1(Tn(f))>Nn+1(Sn)− kTn(f)− Snk2: (16)
Since sd() is a trigonometric polynomial of degree d(), from Theorem 4.5 we obtain
Nn+1(Sn)>min(sd());
on the other hand, we have
kTn(f)− Snk26max(f − sd()):
Substituting the last two inequalities in (16), we obtain
Nn+1(Tn(f))> min(sd())− max(f − sd())
= min(sd())− min(f)− max(f − sd()) + min(f)
>−jmin(sd())− min(f)j − max(f − sd()) + min(f)>− + min(f);
where the last inequality follows from (15).
We observe that, following the above proof, it is sometimes possible to estimate the number of
outliers Cn(), in terms of  and the convergence rate of the Fourier series of f. In fact, suppose
that, for some matrix norm k  k , it holds
kAj k6M jjj
for some constants M > 0 and < − 1. Then the dierence between sd and f tends uniformly to
zero as d1+, and in order to fulll (15), it is reasonable to expect
d() = O(1=(1+)):
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Another alternative and more precise way to evaluate d() is to use the Jackson estimates [11]
concerning the error of \best approximation" in the innity norm of continuous functions by using
polynomials.
Remark 4.1. We notice that the estimate provided by the Theorem 4.6 is a good one and cannot be
relaxed anymore as shown in the subsequent example. Take the function f(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) = eixp . The
related Toeplitz matrix is given by In1 ⊗ In2    Inp−1 ⊗ Jnp where Im denotes the mm identity matrix
and Jk denotes the Jordan matrix of dimension k of all zeros except for (Jk)i; i+1 =1, i=1; : : : ; k− 1.
It is evident that min(f) = max(f) = 1, but it also evident that the matrix Tn(f) has exactly
N (n)n−1p singular values coinciding with zero. Now if there exist two absolute positive constant
values c1 and c2 so that c1ni6nj6c2ni for any i; j then N (n)n−1p  N (n)(
Pp
i=1 n
−1
i ). In other words,
under the assumption that all the dimensions nj are balanced, the estimate of Theorem 4.6 results
to be really tight. Finally, we want to recall that this \peculiar" property of Tn(f) with f= eixp has
been used in [30] in order to prove that no superlinear matrix algebra preconditioners can be found
in the multilevel case. This information is crucial because we can claim that the only superlinear and
optimal preconditioners constructed for multilevel Toeplitz structures are the one based on multilevel
band Toeplitz matrices (compare also Theorem 3.1 in [7], Theorem 2.4 in [28] and our Theorem 2.3).
On the other hand, a quasi-optimality (joint with a weak clustering) of the PCG method with matrix
algebra preconditioning can be recovered by using B-splines and other sophisticated techniques from
approximation theory [16].
Remark 4.2. We point out that Theorems 4.6 and 4.4 have a dierent range of application because
there exist continuous functions not belonging to the Krein algebra and function from the Krein
space which are not continuous. In addition, Theorem 4.4 states that we can construct discontinuous
functions so that ESV(f) 6= [m; max(f)] for which ESV(f) is a proper cluster for fTn(f)g
(notice that, in light of Theorem 2.1, the set [m; max(f)] is always a proper cluster!). Therefore the
property \[min(f); max(f)] is a proper cluster for fTn(f)g" does not characterize the continuous
functions.
5. Some applications
In many practical applications such as the analysis of Wiener{Hopf equations, image deblurring,
partial dierential equations, stationary stochastic processes, etc., we encounter Toeplitz sequences
whose generating functions are readily available. Therefore, the spectral analysis discussed in the
preceding sections can be used for deciding and for devising a suitably fast iterative solver.
In particular, the analysis of the number of outlying singular values is important to establish a
priori bounds about the number of iterations we have to expect when a conjugate gradient (for
normal equations) is used. In the case where the convergence speed is not satisfactory the results
of the preceding sections suggest one some eective preconditioning strategies.
 If f2L1 is strongly sectorial that is the constant m, considered in the rst localization results
(Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4), is positive, then the resulting Toeplitz sequence is uniformly well
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conditioned and the conjugate gradient without preconditioning is optimal in the sense that the
expected number of iterations to reach the solution within a given accuracy is bounded from above
by a constant: this situation occurs in the discretization of certain integral equations [6]. However
the convergence can be accelerated since a weak clustering can be obtained if we use a matrix
algebra preconditioning. If in addition f is continuous and p = 1, then the optimal Frobenius
approximation in algebra [22] which is cheap to compute insures a strong clustering and as a
consequence we nd a superlinearly convergent method.
 If min(f) is strictly positive and f is continuous, then the original matrix sequence can be highly
ill-conditioned due to a constant number of \bad outliers" (consider the case where h=k=1 and the
winding number of f is positive [4]). However, if p=1 then as shown in [22] all the most popular
matrix algebras provides preconditioners so that the preconditioned matrix sequence has a proper
clustering. If p> 1 then the \negative" result in [30] tells us that a superlinear preconditioning
in algebra is impossible. However, we can construct band-Toeplitz preconditioners that lead to a
real superlinear PCG method by adapting in the multidimensional case the approximation theory
tools discussed in [26,27].
 If min(f) is \sparsely vanishing", then the original matrix sequence is highly ill-conditioned due
to o(N (n)) \bad outliers". However under suitable assumptions on the order of the zeros it is
possible to obtain optimal/superlinear preconditioners with a band-structure [23,28] for any p>1
and optimal preconditioners in algebra [16] if p = 1. We recall that we encounter this case in
the discretization by nite dierences of partial dierential equations.
 If min(f) is not \sparsely vanishing" then we encounter highly ill-conditioned matrix-sequences
characterized by a linear quantity of \bad singular values". This situation is typical in image
restoration since the continuous problem (an integral equation) is ill-posed [6]. In this case it is
not completely understood how a preconditioning strategy can help since the main problem is
given by the regularization of the original problem [5,10].
 Finally for suitable applications of the localizations results regarding the eigenvalues namely
Theorem 2.3 we refer to Remark 2.2.
6. For further reading
The following references are also of interest to the reader: [25] and [33].
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